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In the present work, we investigate a numerical one-dimensional solution to the Navier-Stokes equation that retains all terms in the Navier-Stokes equation, including both pressure and dissipation. The calculations take the full 4D flow as its starting point and continuously projects the forces acting on the fluid at a fixed Eulerian point onto the direction of the instantaneous velocity. The pressure is included through modeling. Adhering to the requirement that time must in general be considered an independent variable, the time development of the time records and power spectra of the velocity fluctuations are studied. It is found that the actions of the nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equation manifests itself as sharp pulses in the time traces, where the sharpness is bounded by the finite viscosity. The sharp variations are interpreted as high shear regions, where large scales can interact to directly generate and energize smaller scales through nonlocal interactions. In the spectral domain, the sharp gradients in the pulses generate energy contributions at high frequencies that yields a -2 slope across the inertial range. The -2 (or -6/3) slope is explained through a simple example and the classically expected -5/3 slope in the inertial range can be recovered from the pressure fluctuations of the full field, which can be considered as a noise contribution in the point of consideration. We also observe that the spectrum can in principle keep spreading to higher frequencies or wavenumbers without upper bound, as the viscosity is approaching the zero limit. Furthermore, the large-scale features of the unforced time trace are observed to be preserved throughout the flow development, ranging even into the soliton-like state of decay – both in experiments and simulations.

Introduction

Navier-Stokes equation is a nonlinear partial differential equation of motion describing the momentum of a fluid flow at a point in space as a function of time. This equation is generally accepted to describe all aspects of the momentum balance of Newtonian constant density fluid flows, both laminar and turbulent. If supplemented with equation of state, it also describes compressible flows and non-Newtonian flows. However, due to the nonlinearity of the equation and the wide range of scales interacting through the nonlinear term, the Navier-Stokes equation is notoriously difficult to solve and requires considerable computer power to evaluate numerically, especially for turbulent flows at large Reynolds numbers [1,2].

To throw some light on the properties of Navier-Stokes equation, one-dimensional equations with some of the same properties as Navier-Stokes equation have been studied, e.g. Burgers’ equation [3], with and without the diffusion term, and Euler’s equation. Euler’s equation is interesting for the study of the influence of the nonlinear convection term, but it is unable to describe the time development of a realistic, random velocity field. In a comprehensive review [4], the common properties of Burgers’ equation and Navier-Stokes equation and their differences were discussed. It was pointed out that Burgers’ equation also lacks the sensitivity to boundary and initial conditions that are inherent in Navier-Stokes equation [5].

In this publication, we investigate a one-dimensional solution to the Navier-Stokes equation representing the full momentum balance for the instantaneous fluid convection velocity [6]. The calculations retain all terms in the Navier-Stokes equation, including both pressure and dissipation. Our current method is thus fundamentally distinguished in that
we do not limit the dynamics of our problem to a single spatial dimension and time. Rather, we take the full 4D flow as our starting point and continuously project the forces acting on the fluid at a fixed Eulerian point onto the direction of the instantaneous velocity. The pressure is included through modeling, and the fluctuating pressure gradient at the measuring point adds random turbulent energy to the velocity field.

Our method allows us to follow an arbitrary input velocity record as it develops in time by following it through a large number of infinitesimal passes (iterations) through a 1D projection of the force terms in the Navier-Stokes equation onto the instantaneous flow direction. This method, if applied with sufficiently small steps, will build up the nonlinear effects, in principle without approximation. The 1D projection prevents us from obtaining certain features of the large-scale 3D spatial flow field, but it does allow computation of the kinetic energy, the velocity power spectrum in both the spatial and the temporal domain as well as calculations of the 2nd and 3rd order structure functions. As a result, we can study the so-called triad interactions between Fourier components of the spectral representation of the flow field and follow their interactions through both space and time.

The purpose of this paper is primarily to learn about the peculiar effects of the nonlinearity of Navier-Stokes equation by presenting some calculations of the flow development with different representative input velocity records. The triad interactions and their dynamics may be said to form the basic machinery of fluid flow evolution, and a detailed understanding of their function is important for both theory and modelling of turbulence. We thus nicknamed the program the “Navier-Stokes Machine”.

![Figure 1. Control volume CV, instantaneous velocity u and a component u, at the CV, a spatial point at position r and at time, t. The red line indicates the path of a fluid element in time (streak line).](image)

The Navier-Stokes equation for normalized density ($\rho=1$) in the physical space coordinate system shown in Equation (1)

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{u}(r,t)}{\partial t} = -\mathbf{u}(r,t) \cdot \nabla \mathbf{u}(r,t) - \nabla p(r,t) + \nu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u}(r,t),$$

(1)

which expresses the time rate of change of momentum of a fluid element, a control volume (CV), at position $r=(r_1,r_2,r_3)$ with velocity $\mathbf{u}(r,t)=(u_1(r,t),u_2(r,t),u_3(r,t))$ at time $t$. The first term on the right-hand side of the normalized equation represents convective acceleration, the second fluctuating pressure force and the third viscous action due to momentum diffusion.

We consider constant density flows, which means we can set the divergence of the velocity equal to zero:

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}(r,t) = 0$$

Pressure plays a special role in Navier-Stokes equation. All other terms act locally on an infinitesimal fluid parcel as illustrated by the control volume in Figure 1, whereas pressure is a 3D effect that must be evaluated in the whole fluid.
volume including boundary effects. Knowledge of the pressure is needed to describe the large-scale behavior of the flow such as vortices and coherent structures, which are associated with spatial pressure gradients. The fluctuating pressure gradient, originating from velocity fluctuations elsewhere in the flow, adds energy to the small scales, the velocity power spectrum and the spatial structure functions, whose time development are governed by the local nonlinear term in Navier-Stokes equation.

In addition to pressure differences, many other processes can add energy to a flow: shear layers such as e.g. boundary layers, pump action, objects in the flow path etc. The immediate effect is to create an imbalance between the spatial velocity structures (“eddies”) containing the turbulent energy and the smaller high frequency velocity structures. If the flow is then left unforced, the imbalance will eventually develop into a flow with equilibrium between the eddies, where energy is transferred from large to small eddies until eddies become so small that the energy is converted to heat due to the viscosity of the fluid (the so-called Richardson-Kolmogorov cascade). Global equilibrium across all scales can be achieved for continuously forced turbulence, so that a balance between forcing and dissipation is eventually achieved and the spectrum retains its shape and energy. In the present work, we have chosen to consider only initial forcing of a homogeneous velocity field and study the development of the resulting flow.

The exact process from non-equilibrium to equilibrium flow is one of the least understood features of turbulence today, but also one of the most important to understand, both from a theoretical point of view and from a practical one, since it is of crucial importance in the development of engineering models.

The goal of the research behind this paper is to explore the action of Navier-Stokes equation by numerical and laboratory experiments designed to expose the energy flow in developing turbulence. It is designed to map out the path of the energy flow in developing turbulence from the large energy carrying eddies to smaller eddies and eventually to dissipation and to measure the important characteristic time constants for the interactions between turbulent structures. The experiments are designed to clearly show the “machinery” of the Navier-Stokes equation acting on turbulent spatial structures. In a companion paper, we describe laboratory experiments where a single large eddy (Fourier component) is introduced in a controlled flow, and the development of the frequency components of the developing velocity power spectrum are measured as a function of time [7]. Later in the present paper, we compare these experimental results to computations with the NS-program using the initial measured record as input to the algorithm. In another paper, we consider the effect of performing a four-dimensional Fourier transform on the flow velocity recognizing the fact that the velocity fluctuations are in reality a stochastic function of four independent variables, three spatial variables and time [8].

In the following, we explain the underlying ideas behind the Navier-Stokes Machine computer program. The program can run based solely on variables in physical space (velocity, spatial velocity gradients, pressure gradients etc. within the CV). However, since the structure of the interactions between various spatial velocity scales (eddies) is more clearly revealed in Fourier space (or “k-space”), we have developed a version of the program operating on the Fourier components of the velocity. We can then directly see which Fourier components are interacting. Since the nonlinear term in Navier-Stokes equation is of the second order, the interactions of Fourier components will always happen between three components, two Fourier components corresponding to two incident k-vectors, say \( p \) and \( q \), and a resulting Fourier component of the spatial frequency \( k = p + q \), the so-called triad interactions.

In subsequent sections, we provide some examples of the N-S-simulator operating on different samples of input velocity records. The first case treats a deterministic broad-band pulse as input. This example illustrates clearly the effect of the nonlinearity of Navier-Stokes equation without the disturbing effect of random fluctuations. We then follow up with an input record simulating a stochastic velocity trace modelled with a low frequency van Kármán spectrum. This example illustrates the transformation from a non-equilibrium incident velocity trace to a fully developed time trace and power spectrum. We then present cases where the input consists of measured velocity traces where a single velocity eddy (Fourier component) is injected by various means into a low and a high turbulence intensity flow, respectively. These examples allow us to clearly show how individual Fourier components develop as a function of time under the influence
of Navier-Stokes equation. Finally, we show a couple of examples illustrating the process of nonlocal interactions. We then discuss what we have learned from the computer experiments and to which extent these results apply to predictions in fully three-dimensional turbulence.

Program description

Navier-Stokes equation in its Eulerian form is a differential equation describing the effect of forces acting on a small control volume (CV). It can be described as the change of momentum, $\Delta B(t)$, or change in velocity, $\Delta u(t)$, when normalized with a constant density, as a result of external forces, $\sum F(t)$, acting on the CV during a small time increment, $\Delta t$. Thus, Navier-Stokes equation in this form is an equation describing not a global field, but rather an equation describing what happens at an Eulerian point in the flow.

Referring to Figure 1, we notice that, if at any time $t_0$, we know the instantaneous velocity vector, $u(t_0)$, we can simplify the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation by projecting the forces onto the direction of $u$ and onto a plane normal to $u$. The forces acting in the direction of $u$ will change the velocity magnitude (and thereby the kinetic energy), while the forces acting in the direction normal to $u$ will change the direction of $u$. As the velocity record passes through the CV, we can measure the small-scale velocity structures and compute the temporal and spatial velocity power spectra and the spatial structure functions. In the limit of infinitely small time increments, the contribution to the change in momentum and velocity is linearized and the contributions can be computed independently and added in any order.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the program operating in $k$-space. The input is a one-dimensional velocity time record, $u(t_n)_{in}$ of length, $T$, consisting of $N$ digital samples enumerated by the index $n$. This record may be created as a digital record in the computer or it could be a digital record actually obtained from e.g. a laser Doppler anemometer or a hotwire anemometer measurement. Initially, we may compute the input temporal velocity power spectrum, $PS(\omega)_{in}$. As the next step, we convert the velocity time record to a spatial record compensated for the distortions in the sampling process caused by the fluctuating convection velocity [9]. This record, which we call the convection record, $u(s_n)_{in}$ [6], can be computed because we know the magnitude of the fluctuating velocity time record, $|u(t_n)_{in}|$:

$$u(s_n)_{in} = \sum_{n'}|u(t_{n'})_{in}| \Delta t$$

We then create the spatial Fourier transform, $\hat{u}(k_n)$, of the spatial input record and, if desired, display the spatial input spectrum, $PS(k_n)_{in}$.

The input velocity record now enters the loop. Each of the three contributions to the changes in the velocity record $\hat{u}(k_n)_p$ are iteratively computed and added to create $\hat{u}(k_n)_{p+1}$. The three terms are:

Dissipation: $\Delta diss = \nu k_n^2 \hat{u}(k_n)_p \Delta t$

Pressure: $\Delta press = \lambda k_n \hat{u}_e(k_n) \Delta t$

Convection: $\Delta conv = \sum_{k_i=0}^N -ik_i \hat{u}(k_1)_p \hat{u}(k_n-k_1)_p \Delta t$
The new letters introduced here are \( p \), which counts the iterations, the viscosity \( \nu \), a constant adjusting the strength of the pressure effect \( \lambda \) and the wavenumber \( k_n \) spanning all scales defined by the spectral range.

The process is repeated until a desired view of the changes to the time trace or power spectrum is obtained. The spatial power spectrum can be displayed after a suitable number of passages, \( p \), through the computation. To speed up the program, array processing is applied where possible.

The program is a realistic simulation of a process actually taking place in nature. This puts certain restrictions of the possible choices of input signals, physical constants, size of the CV and on the time steps that can be applied in the computation. One can simply say that parameters that could not occur in nature cannot be allowed in the program either; otherwise, the program would simply crash!

In the following section, we shall illustrate the application of the program with some examples that can throw light on the dynamic turbulence development of the respective time trace and power spectrum.

![Figure 2. Block diagram of the algorithm applied in the current work.](image)
Examples

Single, short pulse

This example shows some of the essential features of the Navier-Stokes equation nonlinearity. We assume a single, 1 second long, time record consisting of a short, Gaussian pulse, which contains a broad spectrum, see Figure 3 and Figure 4. The program includes convection and dissipation, but not pressure. As can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6 (movie showing steps of 1000 iterations), the pulse gets steeper and the power spectrum broadens towards higher frequencies. The power law is cut off at high frequency due to dissipation.

In agreement with the fact that the nonlinear process, propelled by iterative development through the term \((u \cdot \nabla)u\), is of the second order, the slope of the spectrum is a power law of the second order (i.e., it has a slope of -2 = -6/3 in a log-log plot). The special form of the nonlinear term is also responsible for the tendency of the kinetic energy to move towards higher frequencies. A simple example illustrates the effects:

Assume two co-parallel spatial velocity waves with wavenumbers \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) propagating along the convection record coordinate \(s\).

\[ u(s) = \cos(k_1s) + \cos(k_2s). \]

The nonlinear addition to the velocity after passing through a CV of width \(\Delta s\) is then

\[ \Delta u(s) = \left[ \cos(k_1s) + \cos(k_2s) \right] \cdot \frac{d}{ds} \left( \cos(k_1s) + \cos(k_2s) \right) \Delta s. \]

Working out the terms:

\[ \Delta u(s) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ -k_1 \sin(2k_1s) - k_2 \sin(2k_2s) - (k_1 + k_2) \sin((k_1 + k_2)s) - (k_1 - k_2) \sin((k_1 - k_2)s) \right] \Delta s, \]

we see four different frequencies generated from the original \(k_1\) and \(k_2\); The double frequency of each components and the sum and difference frequencies with the sum-frequency having the higher value coefficient, especially for \(k_1 \approx k_2\). Energy will therefore on average tend towards higher values where local interactions have a higher interaction efficiency (as described in [8]). Thus, as the frequency range is spread out to higher frequencies by doubling, the height of the spectrum, energy being conserved, will follow a -2 power law in the inertial range.

As will be seen in the third example, on the effect of pressure fluctuations, the classically (or from plain dimensional analysis) expected -5/3 slope in turbulence measurements can be attained if the pressure fluctuations are included. But the pressure contribution of approximately +1/3 will differ according to flow and boundary conditions as the Navier-Stokes equation in its general form is elliptic in nature.
Figure 3. Gaussian input time signal.

Figure 4. Gaussian input frequency spectrum

Figure 5. Time signal after 10000 iterations (link to video will be included in later versions).
Figure 6. Power spectrum after 10000 iterations (link to video will be included in later versions).

Figure 7 shows a greater range of time development (movie showing steps of 5000 iterations, five times greater than in Figure 5). In this sequence, we note the following: The pulse develops further toward a shock-like form. However, a full development to a shock wave is prevented by the removal of high frequency energy by the dissipation. The sudden change in velocity across the pulse, e.g. in Figure 7, is manifested in higher frequency content in the associated power spectrum in Figure 8. As can also be seen in the wave-based formulation (Galerkin projection) of the turbulent kinetic energy equation in [10,11], the dissipation is associated with large values of the spatial gradients of the velocity waves. Considering that the steep gradients are predominantly concentrated around the shocks, it appears that the non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes equation causes intermittency in the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy.

The power spectrum eventually develops to a fully developed form, which does not change further with time (Figure 8, movie showing steps of 5000 iterations). Correspondingly, the velocity trace also develops into a fully developed, soliton like state. However, the spectrum energy is dissipated, and the spectrum is seen to decrease slowly while the shape remains unchanged, an indication of a constant (or equilibrium) cascade in the inertial range.

Figure 7. The time development of the fully developed signal (link to video will be included in later versions).
The power law of the power spectrum is cut off at high frequency due to dissipation. The high frequency cut-off of the power spectrum clearly depends on the Reynolds number, $\text{Re} = UL/\nu$, where $U = 0.5\, \text{ms}^{-1}$ and $L = 0.25\, \text{m}$ are characteristic large-scale dimensions for the flow and the viscosity $\nu$ has been set to $8, 4, 2, 1, 0.5 \times 10^{-3}$ in Figure 9. When the Reynolds number, $\text{Re} \to \infty$, the situation has often been considered a paradox: How can the energy be dissipated when the viscosity $\nu \to 0$? The answer is that the energy is not dissipated in the limit $\text{Re} = \infty$, but the power spectrum is spread over “an infinitely large” spectral range for the same input energy but increasing Re-numbers (or decreasing kinematic viscosity $\nu$). The spectrum can in principle keep spreading to higher frequencies or wavenumbers without upper bound, as the viscosity is decreasing.

In a flow visualization situation, the sharp pulses in the time traces could e.g. manifest themselves as regions of high shear such as that between two large counter-rotating vortices being convected past a measurement probe or a simulation cell, see Figure 10 (left). Through this simple thought experiment, it is clear that regions of high shear can immediately give rise to the appearance of significantly smaller scales and thus give rise to the intermittent dissipation caused by the
observed action of the nonlinear term of the Navier-Stokes equation. This is an intuitive example of non-local interactions in wavenumber space, aiding direct energy transfer between widely different scales – including non-equilibrium dynamics immediately transferred from large to small scales. An example from a shear flow visualization in [12] can be seen in Figure 10 (right). We will further elaborate on nonlocal interactions in the final example of the current work.

The characteristics of the time development of pulse shape and power spectrum is clearly visible in the simple examples above. However, these features can also be seen in the more complex (turbulent) velocity traces used as examples below. The properties of the nonlinear response of Navier-Stokes equation is harder to see in a turbulent flow because of the randomness of the velocity signal. Further randomness is introduced when the pressure term is included.

**Time trace and velocity power spectrum of initial low Re-number van Kármán-type signal**

In this example we generate an incident velocity time record with a relatively low frequency van Kármán-type spectrum. Figure 11 shows a single 0.5 s time record and Figure 12 shows the input power spectrum. Figure 13 shows the fully developed time signal after 10,000 iterations (link to movie) and Figure 14 shows how the velocity power spectrum has developed after 10,000 iterations.
Figure 12. Initial low frequency van Kármán power spectrum.

Figure 13. Fully developed time trace with a van Kármán spectrum (link to video will be included in later versions).

Figure 14. Time development of van Kármán power spectrum (link to video will be included in later versions).
As the program lets the velocity record propagate through the CV multiple times, the time record and the corresponding power spectrum change shape as seen in the movies.

Leaving out the pressure term (which in this context acts as a noise term) brings out in a clear way some of the effects of the nonlinear convection term as also seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. As the velocity record and the corresponding power spectrum are allowed to develop fully, they attain a final form that does not change further; one may speak of a soliton-like behavior. The only effect of further iterations is a slow reduction of the kinetic energy brought about by the dissipation term. This corresponds to a situation where the energy is provided at the outset as the initial velocity record and the does not receive further contributions (decaying turbulence). Alternatively, one could have chosen to update the energy with a small amount for each iteration, which would eventually lead to a constant condition corresponding to forced turbulence.

In the current example, however, it is clear that also the large-scale features of the time traces in Figures 11 and 13 are not altered significantly with time, even from the initial development. The results thus indicate that initial conditions are remembered by the flow even after significant development of the spectrum – at least if left unforced.

The properties of the nonlinear response of Navier-Stokes equation, which is brought out in the simple example of a deterministic pulse, is harder to observe in a turbulent flow because of the randomness of the velocity signal. Further randomness is introduced when the pressure term is included. The pressure fluctuations are propagated through the CV so that the fluctuating pressure gradient across the CV from the integrated contributions of the surrounding flow adds random momentum (and random kinetic energy) to the flow.

It is interesting to note that a “classic picture” of a turbulent velocity record, Pope, “Turbulent Flows” [13], Figure 15, or Gibson [14], Figure 16, shows the same characteristic traits as described above (when one knows what to look for!), but somewhat obscured by the effect of turbulence and pressure fluctuations. Some lines have been overlaid the figures to guide the eye and upon closer inspection many more examples can be identified in these short velocity-time traces at different scales.

Figure 15. Illustration of turbulent velocity time record from Pope [13].
Effect of pressure fluctuations, modeled pressure term

The pressure term in the Navier-Stokes equation describes the total effect of pressure fluctuations generated elsewhere in the fluid or imposed at the boundaries. Local pressure fluctuations from the flow field is caused by velocity fluctuations (dynamic pressure) and these pressure fluctuations are propagated instantly (in case of an incompressible fluid) to the CV. If the complete three-dimensional velocity field is known at the time, the local pressure is found by solution of a Laplace equation. The one-dimensional convection velocity through the CV cannot deliver the pressure from a 3D flow field. If we want to investigate how the pressure affects the development of the velocity record and the statistical quantities such as velocity power spectrum and structure functions, we are left to infer the pressure gradient term from modeling (c.f., [15, 16]), experimental data or assumptions. Theory and DNS computations can provide some suggestions, but the answers are complex, depending on Reynolds number and boundary conditions.

In the spirit of our attempts to provide simple solutions and results that help understand the basic physical processes governing the energy exchange in the turbulence, we propose a simple solution: Assuming a homogeneous velocity field, where the velocity fluctuations at all points in the fluid have the same statistical properties as the velocity record describing the velocity in the CV, we can compute the dynamic pressure. Adding statistically independent contributions from all over the flow field, we find an expression for the pressure gradient in Fourier space:

$$delu_p(k) = \lambda \sum_{n=1}^{N} k \hat{u}_n(k)$$

Without access to a theoretical expression or a DNS calculation, we cannot derive the magnitude of this contribution to the momentum fluctuations, which explains the adjustable parameter, $\lambda$. The effect of this term in the Navier-Stokes equation is to add to the momentum fluctuations and the power spectrum. The addition to the velocity power spectrum is a first order power law with a slope depending on $\lambda$.

Figure 17 shows two fully developed van Kármán velocity power spectra originating from a low frequency, large eddy turbulence. The spectrum with the -2 (-6/3) slope is from the Navier-Stokes equation without the pressure term. The spectrum with the -5/3 slope is the velocity power spectrum when pressure fluctuations resulting from statistically
independent velocity fluctuations in an assumed homogeneous velocity field are included in the Navier-Stokes equation. The slope -6/3 is expected from a 2\textsuperscript{nd} order nonlinear process, as demonstrated in the first single short pulse example using a very simple input signal. The slope -5/3 results from the addition pressure variations from statistically independent velocity (or momentum) fluctuations with a power spectrum proportional to the wavenumber $k$. The parameter $\lambda$ has been adjusted to raise the slope to -5/3.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure17.png}
\caption{Velocity power spectrum with and without pressure fluctuations.}
\end{figure}

**Single Fourier mode injection**

To further study the interaction between Fourier modes, we have conducted a series of measurements and corresponding calculations where a single Fourier mode (a narrow-band signal) is injected into a well-known turbulent flow. Among others, these two cases were studied:

- Measurement with a hotwire anemometer on a fully turbulent jet flow into which a Fourier mode was injected by means of an oscillating wing profile [7].
- Measurement of a single Fourier component injected into a low turbulence intensity jet core by vortex shedding from a rectangular rod [7].

In both cases, computations showed good agreement between measurements and computer simulations.

Figure 18 shows the development of the power spectrum measured with hotwire anemometry at increasing distances from an oscillating wing. The wing was located 10 jet exit diameters, 10D, downstream from the exit of a turbulent jet. Note that for clarity and the sake of comparison, the spectra have been shifted upwards with increasing distance from the wing profile trailing edge, with the distance indicated in terms of jet exit diameters, D. The integral under each respective curve therefore does not correspond to the turbulent kinetic energy of the respective measured signal. Details of the experiment is given in [7].

It is noteworthy that the initial frequency develops several higher harmonics even before reaching the trailing edge of the oscillating wing and stably retains these peaks across the downstream direction even in a highly turbulent flow. The shape of the spectrum of these harmonics is observed to quickly develop a distribution of energy between the peaks that does not change significantly further downstream apart from being eventually submerged in the background turbulence. This is well in line with the observation in the low Reynolds number van Kármán signal example that the time trace retains the large-scale features and eventually develops into a soliton like decaying state.
Figure 18. Velocity power spectra at increasing downstream distance from winglet.

Figure 19 shows the initial power spectrum of a simulated velocity signal with high intensity turbulence; a stochastic signal with a van Kármán spectrum superimposed with a narrow band Gaussian pulse. Figure 20 shows the fully developed power spectrum after 20000 iterations, simulating repeated actions of the Navier-Stokes equation corresponding to a time development of the signal and the power spectrum. Both the measured and computed spectra display the time development of the large mode injected at the outset, which allows determination of the time delay in the cascade process. Also apparent is the relatively low efficiency for the creation of the third harmonic mode and subsequent higher odd order modes, as also observed in the measurements in Figure 18. In the specific simulation result in Figure 20, these odd harmonics are in fact suppressed down to the statistical noise level of the spectrum. This effect is attributed to the influence of the spatial windowing caused by the finite size of the flow region, an effect that is described in detail in [8].

Figure 19. Initial power spectrum simulating van Kármán type signal with superimposed narrow-band Gaussian pulse.
Another example illustrating the development of a narrow-band mode (symbolizing a single Fourier mode), is described in [7]. A regular sinusoidal velocity oscillation is created by vortex shedding behind a rectangular rod inserted across a relatively low intensity turbulent air jet core. The velocity is measured by hotwire anemometry as 1 s long time records at regular positions downstream of the rod, and the power spectra computed from the velocity records. Figure 21 shows the initial power spectrum very near the rod and Figure 22 shows the power spectrum at a position 10 mm downstream. The move linked to Figure 22 shows the power spectra at downstream positions in steps of 0.5 mm. Knowing the convection velocity, the spectral plots are interpreted as subsequent stages in the time development of the flow after being subjected to the effects of the Navier-Stokes equation during increasing time. The measurement reveals the action of the cascade and the time constants associated with the transfer of energy from mode to mode. The observed slow energy variations across frequency are a result of the default filter settings of the acquisition instrument [7].
The flow development was subsequently simulated by computation with the NS-Machine. To create a realistic comparison between experiment and computation, the 1 s hotwire anemometry digital time record measured near the rod was simply used as initial condition for the NS-machine calculation. Figure 23 shows the initial time record as displayed by the program (the slight difference in shape between the spectra in Figure 21 and Figure 22 is due to differences in frequency response and display conditions). Figure 24 shows the power spectrum after 100000 iterations. The movie linked to Figure 24 shows the time development of the power spectrum. The similarity between the spectrum measured as a fluid element that is convected downstream from the initial creation of the vortex and the spectra computed by repeated small actions of the Navier-Stokes equation is striking and corroborates the computational method based on the development of the spatial convection record [6].
Non-local interactions

It is often emphasized that mode interactions do most efficiently occur between closely aligned modes in wavenumber space with a net energy transfer towards higher frequencies or wavenumbers. This may indeed be correct, as was demonstrated in the first single short pulse example using a simple case of energy propagation between two frequencies interacting through the non-linear term, $(u \cdot \nabla)u$.

But another aspect should be considered when discussing mode interaction: The time duration of a coherent interaction. The time issue is rarely considered, but it should be noted that if a large eddy interacts with a small one coherently over a long time, the transfer of energy between remote modes may still happen efficiently. This could typically happen e.g. in shear layers [10-12] or in fractal grid turbulence [17], where different scales are introduced at a common convection velocity.

We have illustrated this situation with the following plots that show the effect of two closely spaced high frequency modes interacting (Figure 25) to create a low frequency mode far from the incident modes (Figure 26) and another situation where two modes separated by a large frequency distance (Figure 27) interact to create closely spaced side bands (Figure 28).

Figure 24. Computed vortex shedding 10 mm downstream from rod (link to video will be included in later versions).

Figure 25. Two high frequency modes as the input to the simulation algorithm.
Figure 26. A low frequency mode generated far from the initial modes (link to video will be included in later versions).

Figure 27. Two initial modes located far from each other.
The movies linked to Figures 26 and 28 show how a low frequency mode can interact with high frequency modes to generate spatial frequency modes far from the energy carrying modes by non-local interactions. The movies also clearly show the tendency for preferred transfer towards higher frequencies, the energy cascade process, as was previously shown using propagation of two frequencies in the nonlinear term \((u\cdot\nabla)u\). It is thus the product of the velocity with its own velocity gradient that gives rise to these nonlocal interaction effects. Such high velocities and spatial velocity gradients combined are typical of high shear flows, e.g. such as those shown in Figure 10. Significant time duration of these interactions contribute to further increase the nonlocal energy exchange across wavenumbers.

Conclusion

In agreement with our stated purpose, to use a simple iterative computer program to help illustrate and understand the consequences of the specific form of the nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equation, we have presented examples of the time development of some typical input signals representing some simple flow situations. We have used a method that allows us to follow the interaction of individual so-called triad interactions, interactions between pairs of spatial Fourier components, and clearly see their development in time, illustrated, for example, in the development of the shape of the velocity time record and in the time development of the power spectrum.

From a simple example of a Gaussian pulse in time containing a well-defined range of frequencies, we have seen how the cascade of frequency components eventually evolves into a fully developed form. The nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equation causes the formation of skewed pulses, whose steepness is bounded by viscosity and is directly linked to the intermittency of dissipation. When reaching an equilibrium state, the time trace and the spectrum retain their shapes, and the latter is only modified by a slow reduction of the total energy caused by dissipation. It is also clear how the spectrum stretches to higher frequencies as the Reynolds number increases when viscosity is reduced. It is observed that the spectrum can in principle keep spreading to higher frequencies or wavenumbers without upper bound, as the viscosity is approaching the zero limit. We have recognized the appearance of these skewed pulses, even for a highly random (turbulent) velocity record simulated using a van Kármán spectrum. Again, we see how a final form is approached, but with a form that depends on the detailed properties of the input record (corresponding to the boundary conditions for a three-dimensional flow).

The deterministic pulses formed by the non-linear term can be observed even in ‘classical’ textbook illustrations of measured signals where pressure mainly acts as a background noise adding further to the kinetic energy and power spectrum. The steepness of these pulses is directly linked to the existence of high frequency energy in the power spectrum.
representation of the time trace, and we clearly see how the power law is cut off at high frequency due to finite dissipation. Dissipation is directly associated with large values of gradients in physical space and time, which we observe is predominating concentrated around the steep gradients in the pulses. Considering that the steep gradients are highly concentrated around the pulses, it appears that their existence, stemming from the non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes equation, constitute a cause of intermittency in the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. The coupling of these pulses to the appearance of regions of high shear and nonlocal interactions across wavenumbers was discussed as well as the possibility for large scales to transfer nonequilibrium dynamics directly to small scales. Furthermore, the large-scale features of the unforced time trace are observed to be preserved throughout the flow development, ranging even into the soliton-like state of decay.

The convection record method facilitated the analysis of interactions between analytical wave components in the nonlinear term \((u \cdot \nabla)u\). The simple example presented showed how the nonlinearity in Navier-Stokes equation does indeed cause a net shift in energy towards higher frequencies or wavenumbers, due to the presence of the spatial velocity gradient in the expression. From the manner in which the terms were weighted by sum and difference frequencies, it was observed that local interactions are dominating in the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equation. Further, it was shown how this second order linearity gives rise to a -2 power law if the pressure is not included in the analysis.

In the first two simulation examples, the pressure gradient contribution was not included. The resulting spectra thus have a slope of -2 = -6/3. The missing pressure gradient contribution accounts for the missing +1/3 contribution to obtain the classically expected -5/3 slope in the spectrum. However, due to the elliptic nature of the pressure contribution in the Navier-Stokes equation, the exact resulting dynamic pressure contribution to the spectrum would be expected to vary with flow and boundary conditions. The “Navier-Stokes Machine” program is local, based on a one-dimensional projection onto the flow direction of the forces acting on the fluid in an infinitesimal control volume. Thus, computation of the pressure gradient term is outside the scope of this program, dynamic pressure being a global flow phenomenon. Instead we have used an example where we assumed a homogeneous flow, where pressure fluctuations were created by velocity fluctuations from velocity records having the same statistical properties as, but uncorrelated with, the flow in the CV. Due to the first order derivative of the pressure, the kinetic energy added from the pressure fluctuations is seen to raise the -6/3 slope caused by the convection term to a power law with a higher slope, e.g. a -5/3 slope.

In subsequent sections we showed how a “single Fourier component”, a narrow-band oscillation added to the flow, can be followed in time and how and when higher order Fourier components are created. It is striking how the initial large-scale structure is preserved downstream in the flow and how the added frequency components remain well defined downstream – even in a highly turbulent flow. In one example, the input to the N-S program was taken from an experiment, which measured the development of the velocity power spectrum at a number of downstream locations interpreted as repeated action of Navier-Stokes equation on the fluid. The power spectra computed with the measured velocity record as input showed excellent agreement between measurement and simulations, indicating relevance of the time-step method.

Furthermore, the impact of time duration on the efficiency of the interactions was illustrated by significant interactions between nonlocal modes in wavenumber space. The results are well in line with the previous reasoning (Figure 10) that combined high speed and high shear regions, leading to large values in the nonlinear term \((u \cdot \nabla)u\), gives rise to coupling between large and small scales, i.e. nonlocal interactions. Furthermore, if they are allowed to interact during significant durations in time, structures of widely different wavenumbers can be seen to exchange significant amounts of energy.

It is of course relevant to ask how well these relatively simple calculations carried out on a laptop PC can represent the properties of a real, three-dimensional turbulent flow. We are not able to answer this question in a general way, but in the cases where we have been able to compare simulations to actual measurements, we have seen a striking agreement. In particular, where we have tried to use a real measured initial velocity record, sampled from a laboratory flow experiment, and used that as input to the computer program, we have seen a very good agreement well downstream from the initial measurement point between measured and computed velocity power spectra.
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